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Abstract 20 

The use of environmental DNA (eDNA) for biodiversity assessments has increased rapidly over the last 21 

decade. However, the reliability of taxonomic assignments in metabarcoding studies is variable, and 22 

affected by the reference databases and the assignment methods used. Species level assignments are 23 

usually considered as reliable using regional libraries but unreliable using public repositories. In this 24 

study, we aimed to test this assumption for metazoan species detected in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, in the 25 

Northwest Atlantic. We first created a regional library with COI barcode sequences including a reliability 26 

ranking system for species assignments. We then estimated the accuracy of the public repository NCBI-nt 27 

for species assignments using sequences from the regional library, and contrasted assigned species and 28 

their reliability using NCBI-nt or the regional library with a metabarcoding dataset and popular 29 

assignment methods. With NCBI-nt and sequences from the regional library, Blast-LCA was the most 30 

accurate method for species assignments but the proportions of accurate species assignments were 31 

higher with Blast-TopHit (>80 % overall taxa, between 70 and 90 % amongst taxonomic groups). With the 32 

metabarcoding dataset, the reliability of species assignments was greater using the GSL-rl compared to 33 

NCBI-nt. However, we also observed that the total number of reliable species assignments could be 34 

maximized using both GSL-rl and NCBI-nt, and their optimal assignment methods, which differed. The 35 

use of a two-step approach in species assignments, using a regional library and a public repository, could 36 

improve the reliability and the number of detected species in metabarcoding studies. 37 

Keywords: Genbank, reference library, COI, marine species 38 

39 
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Introduction 40 

The use of environmental DNA (eDNA) for biodiversity assessments and monitoring has increased rapidly 41 

over the last decade given the high potential of this non-intrusive approach to uncover biodiversity with 42 

limited effort (Taberlet et al. 2012, Makiola et al. 2020). eDNA metabarcoding surveys collect and detect 43 

traces of a diversity of organisms in various types of environmental samples using high-throughput 44 

sequencing or PCR-based approaches (Taberlet et al. 2012, Yu et al. 2012). Surveys of eDNA generally 45 

involve a series of steps such as sample collection, extraction, targeted amplification, high-throughput 46 

sequencing, and bioinformatic processing, which includes taxonomic assignments to reference 47 

sequences from a public repository or a regional library (Deiner et al. 2017). Only a small fraction of 48 

detected eDNA sequences in environmental samples can currently be assigned to a species-level identity 49 

owing to a lack of data and taxonomic resolution in publicly available resources (Deiner et al. 2017, Leite 50 

et al. 2021, Zafeiropoulos et al. 2021). The reliability and precision of taxonomic assignments is affected 51 

by the quality and availability of sequences in repositories and the assignment methods, thereby limiting 52 

confidence in the use of eDNA for biodiversity monitoring and targeted species detections (Coissac et al. 53 

2012, McGee et al. 2019, Meiklejohn et al. 2019, Gold et al. 2021, Hleap et al. 2021).  54 

Several public repositories exist and can be used as reference databases to provide taxonomic 55 

assignments in metabarcoding studies. The public National Center for Biotechnology Information 56 

Nucleotide database (NCBI-nt, including the well-known GenBank database) is the largest sequence 57 

repository and is widely used in eDNA metabarcoding studies (Porter and Hajibabaei 2018b, 2020). 58 

However, the presence of mislabeled specimens, the large variation in quality of sequences available, 59 

and gaps in species coverage (i.e., unrepresented species) result in erroneous species identification when 60 

directly comparing unknown sequences to NBCI-nt (Bidartondo 2008, Mioduchowska et al. 2018, Leray et 61 
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al. 2019). The Barcode of Life Data Systems (BOLD) is another sequence repository specific to the most 62 

common barcode regions, including the cytochrome c oxidase I (COI) gene which is the widely used gene 63 

region for animal DNA barcoding (Ratnasingham and Hebert 2007, Porter and Hajibabaei 2018b). BOLD 64 

displays mandatory (e.g., institution storing voucher specimen, sampling country) and optional (e.g., 65 

sampling location, specimen photos) metadata, performs groupings of similar sequences into Barcode 66 

Index Number (BIN), and permits editing or updating of records, all of which assists with data quality 67 

control. However, like GenBank, it is also vulnerable to submissions of misidentified specimens 68 

(McCusker et al. 2013, Oliveira et al. 2016, Fontes et al. 2021, Radulovici et al. 2021). As reliable 69 

taxonomic assignments at the species-level are expected under many regulatory contexts (e.g., 70 

environmental status assessment, monitoring of invasive species or species at risks; Aylagas et al. 2014, 71 

Hering et al. 2018, Bush et al. 2019, Piper et al. 2019), some metabarcoding studies have questioned the 72 

value of using public repositories (e.g., von Ammon et al. 2018, Locatelli et al. 2020, Gold et al. 2021). 73 

Characterizing the proportion of accurate species assignments using NCBI-nt would be highly valuable to 74 

understand the extent of uncertainty in species eDNA detection and consequently, enable an accurate 75 

interpretation of a metabarcoding study’s results. 76 

Alternatively, curated regional libraries have been shown to reduce errors in species assignments (Gold 77 

et al. 2021). Regional libraries are limited to species expected in predefined areas, and can be created by 78 

data mining and curating existing sequences from public repositories and/or from generating sequences 79 

from specimens. They have the advantage to limit spurious assignments to related but non-local species, 80 

and to reveal gaps (i.e., missing sequences) in taxonomic groups (Weigand et al. 2019, Ramirez et al. 81 

2020, Jazdzewska et al. 2021). Examples of regional libraries are widely available in the northern 82 

hemisphere for multiple taxonomic groups (e.g., Knebelsberger et al. 2014, Hänfling et al. 2016, Stoeckle 83 
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et al. 2017, Fraija-Fernández et al. 2020, Gold et al. 2021, Van Den Bulcke et al. 2021). Some of these 84 

reference libraries present ranking systems to ensure high taxonomic reliability (e.g., Costa et al. 2012, 85 

Knebelsberger et al. 2014). Ranking systems are often provided to target future barcoding efforts and 86 

improvements in reference sequences. No explicit ranking system about the uncertainty of species 87 

assignment has yet been presented within metabarcoding studies. Such a system would be highly 88 

valuable to provide clear indications on the reliability of species assignments for eDNA end-users. 89 

Another source of variability in species assignments are the bioinformatics software and pipelines used 90 

in metabarcoding studies. Recently, studies have started to evaluate the accuracy of taxonomic 91 

assignments using various bioinformatic methods (O’Rourke et al. 2020, Hleap et al. 2021, Mathon et al. 92 

2021). These studies compared taxonomic assignment methods that are based on strategies such as 93 

alignment, composition, or modelling (Richardson et al. 2017, see also four strategies in Hleap et al. 94 

2021). The Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) is an alignment-based approach extensively used in 95 

metabarcoding studies that relies on a nearest-neighbor approach to return best hits between unknown 96 

sequences and records from a reference database (Camacho et al. 2009). The taxonomic identity of the 97 

unknown sequence may be inferred in conjunction with a least common ancestor (LCA) or a Top Hit 98 

approach with identity threshold, usually between 95 and 99%. These thresholds should reflect expected 99 

inter-species divergence, but high variation among taxonomic groups may cause pitfalls in assignments 100 

(Wang et al. 2007, Alberdi et al. 2018). Classifiers using machine-learning algorithms are from 101 

composition-based approaches that have shown good performance in some contexts of species 102 

assignments (Richardson et al. 2017, Murali et al. 2018, Porter and Hajibabaei 2018a). They can take 103 

advantage of phylogeny between reference sequences and thus are less affected by shared divergence 104 

between groups. Classifiers are trained on a reference library, and pre-trained classifiers are increasingly 105 
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available (e.g., Porter and Hajibabaei 2018a). However, recent benchmarking studies have shown lower 106 

performance of classifiers compared to BLAST (O’Rourke et al. 2020, Hleap et al. 2021, Mathon et al. 107 

2021). 108 

This study aimed to estimate the accuracy of species assignments using NCBI-nt and to contrast the 109 

reliability of using NCBI-nt or a regional library on a metabarcoding dataset with popular assignment 110 

methods (Fig. 1). To achieve these objectives, we first created a curated regional library (GSL-rl) using 111 

publicly available sequences from BOLD for COI barcode locus of metazoans from the Gulf of St. 112 

Lawrence. The regional library presents a reliability ranking system for species assignments based on 113 

sequence availability and similarity that can be understood by any eDNA end-users, scientists or not. We 114 

then used sequences from GSL-rl to estimate the accuracy of NCBI-nt. We also compared the assigned 115 

species in a metabarcoding dataset using NCBI-nt or GSL-rl and their reliability. We reached the 116 

conclusion that using a two-step approach, i.e., species assignments with a regional library and a public 117 

repository, is desirable to maximize the reliability and the number of species assignments in 118 

metabarcoding studies. 119 

120 
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Methods 121 

Creation of a regional library for the Gulf of St. Lawrence (GSL-rl) with a reliability ranking system 122 

The creation of a curated regional library for the Gulf of St. Lawrence was composed of three major 123 

steps: 1) obtaining a list of marine faunal species from both decision-makers and available regional 124 

taxonomical information (Nozères 2017), 2) creating an initial regional library using bioinformatics tools 125 

with BOLD and rounds of revisions based on quality and similarity of sequences, and 3) enhancing the 126 

draft regional library using a metabarcoding dataset (hereafter GSL regional library: GSL-rl; Fig. S1). All 127 

sequences retained in the GSL-rl had names at the genus or species level and were already published on 128 

BOLD. More details about the creation of the GSL-rl are provided in the supplementary material.  129 

We created the GSL-rl to identify molecular operational taxonomic units (MOTUs) at the species level. 130 

Each species in the GSL-rl was ranked based on sequence availability and similarity (Table S1). Species 131 

with reference sequences for itself and closely related species (i.e., from the same genus) acknowledged 132 

to be present in the Gulf of St. Lawrence were ranked as “Reliable” if they did not share BOLD’s barcode 133 

index number (BIN; i.e., a unique identifier of sequences based on genetic distance, Ratnasingham and 134 

Hebert 2013). Species with reference sequences for itself, but not for all congeners acknowledged to be 135 

present in the Gulf of St. Lawrence (i.e., other species of the same genus) were ranked as “Unreliable due 136 

to gaps”. Species with reference sequences sharing BIN with other species were ranked as “Unreliable 137 

due to BIN sharing”. Common causes of BIN sharing are genetic similarities between species or specimen 138 

misidentification. For the GSL-rl, curation and validation process done during its creation should limit the 139 

BIN sharing due to specimen misidentification. Taxonomic assignments belonging to one of the two 140 

“Unreliable” categories should be interpreted with caution, and preferably not at the species-level. 141 
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Evaluating the accuracy of species assignments using the public NCBI-nt repository 142 

We used the curated sequences from the GSL-rl to estimate three performance parameters using NCBI-143 

nt: 1) the proportion of assignments, 2) the proportion of accurate assignments, and 3) the accuracy.  144 

Taxonomic assignments were performed using NCBI-nt (downloaded 2020-10-23) and the BlastX tool 145 

blastn (v2.10.1, Camacho et al. 2009) combined with the least common ancestor (LCA; hereafter Blast-146 

LCA) or the Top Hit methods (hereafter, Blast-TopHit) at three identity thresholds (95, 97 and 99%) from 147 

an in-house R script. The LCA method assigns the higher taxonomic rank shared by all hits above the 148 

identity threshold while the Top Hit method only used the hits with the highest probability. We excluded 149 

hits containing “environmental sample”, “uncultured” or “predicted” in their description.  150 

We assessed the proportion of assignments at the species level, and we considered that an assignment 151 

was accurate if it matched the species identity associated in the GSL-rl. We measured accuracy as the 152 

proportion of accurate assignments over all assignments at the species level.  153 

Contrasting species assignments using the regional library or the public NBCI-nt repository, and 154 

popular assignment methods 155 

We compared the detection results from an eDNA metabarcoding dataset using GSL-rl and NCBI-nt and 156 

three assignment methods (Fig. 1). The eDNA metabarcoding dataset was obtained from the analysis of 157 

water samples collected from scientific surveys in 2018 in coastal areas of the GSL, both at the surface 158 

and bottom of the water column (see supplementary material for details on the field, laboratory and 159 

bioinformatics works underlying the eDNA metabarcoding dataset). The three assignment methods were 160 

Blast-LCA, Blast-TopHit and the IDtaxa (Murali et al. 2018). Blast assignment methods were used as 161 
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described in the previous section with both GSL-rl and NCBI-nt. NCBI-nt Blast results were filtered to 162 

retain only metazoan detections and remove non-marine taxa (i.e., Homo sapiens, Arachnida, Insecta). 163 

IDtaxa is a classifier implemented within the DECIPHER R package (Wright 2016), and was trained only 164 

with the GSL-rl. IDtaxa classifier was selected since it would be less prone to “over classification”, i.e.,  165 

classification to an erroneous group when the real group is absent from the training set, compared to the 166 

popular Ribosomal Database Project (RDP) classifier (Murali et al. 2018). Taxonomic assignments with 167 

IDtaxa were obtained at three confidence thresholds (i.e., weighted fraction of bootstrap replicates 168 

assigned to a given taxa) representing moderate confidence (40%), high confidence (50%), and very high 169 

confidence (60%) in species assignments (Murali et al. 2018).  170 

We contrasted results obtained using GSL-rl and NCBI-nt with distinct ranking systems. Species detected 171 

with the GSL-rl were classified according to the three categories of the reliability ranking system 172 

previously created: “Reliable”, “Unreliable due to gaps”, “Unreliable due to BIN sharing” (Fig. 1B, 173 

Table S2). For species assignments with NCBI-nt, we used  geographic and habitat filters to classify them 174 

as “Likely” if they were part of the Gulf of St. Lawrence checklist (Nozères 2017) or present in the areas 175 

based on the World Register of Marine Species (WoRMS, WoRMS Editorial Board 2020), and “Unlikely” if 176 

not (Fig. 1A). Such filters are often applied in metabarcoding studies but the source of information for 177 

the likeliness of a species to be present is often obscure. 178 

Data and R scripts availability 179 

All data and R scripts used for the creation of the GSL-rl are provided on Github: 180 

https://github.com/GenomicsMLI-DFO/GSL_COI_ref_library  181 

182 
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Results 183 

A COI regional library with a reliability ranking system for metazoans from the Gulf of St. 184 

Lawrence (GSL-rl) 185 

The first version of the GSL-rl comprised 1304 sequences covering 439 species (158 species of 186 

vertebrates from phylum Chordata from 68 families; 281 species of invertebrates from 129 families and 9 187 

phyla) and 11 other taxa at the genus level only (Vertebrates: 3 genera from 2 families and phylum 188 

Chordata; Invertebrates: 8 genera from 8 families and 4 phyla; Fig 2). It represented 67.4% of the taxa on 189 

the target list (651 species) used and improved during the GSL-rl creation (Vertebrates: 94.6%; 190 

Invertebrates: 58.1%; Table S1). The sequences were retrieved mostly from the Northwest Atlantic 191 

Ocean (67.8%). A total of 525 BINs were represented (Vertebrates: 159; Invertebrates: 366), with 16 BINs 192 

that were shared by at least two taxa (Vertebrates: 8; Invertebrates: 8; Table S2), and 58 taxa occupied 193 

more than one BIN (6 vertebrates with up to 3 BINs; 52 invertebrates with up to 7 BINs; Table S3). 194 

Median sequence length was 658 pb (range: 640 – 664 pb) while the mean (± sd) of missing values (N’s) 195 

was 0.002 ± 0.034 % (max < 1 %). Genetic distances were on average 0.005 (range: 0.000–0.023) within 196 

BIN and 0.122 (range: 0.012–0.347) between intraspecific BINs.  197 

We then provided a reliability ranking to each species within the GSL-rl based on the completeness of 198 

sequences available (Fig 2, Table S4; see methods for more details). Species within the “Reliable” 199 

category accounted for the largest proportion of the species with sequences from the regional library 200 

(302 species or 68.8%; 133 vertebrates, 169 invertebrates). Species classified to the “Unreliable due to 201 

BIN sharing” and the “Unreliable due to gaps” categories represented 5.2% (23 species; 13 Chordata, 10 202 

invertebrates) and 26.0% (114 species; 12 vertebrates, 102 invertebrates) of the GSL-rl species, 203 
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respectively. The GSL-rl (version 1.0 and future versions) is available on GitHub 204 

(https://github.com/GenomicsMLI-DFO/MLI_GSL-rl). 205 

Accuracy of species assignments using NCBI-nt and two assignment methods 206 

The proportions of species assignments overall taxa were higher with the Blast-TopHit method (range: 207 

85.5% – 87.9%) than the Blast-LCA method (range: 47.6 – 71.0%) with any identity thresholds (Fig 3A). 208 

Overall taxa, the proportions of species assignments increased for the Blast-LCA method while they 209 

decreased with the Blast-TopHit method with increasing identity thresholds (Fig. 3A). Across taxonomic 210 

groups, the proportions of species assignments were also consistently greater at all thresholds for the 211 

Blast-TopHit method compared to the Blast-LCA method. The proportions of species assignments at the 212 

97% similarity threshold varied with the Blast-TopHit from 74.4% for Annelida, Brachiopoda, Nemertea 213 

to 93.1% for Arthropoda method and with the Blast-LCA method from 35.8% for Cnidaria, Porifera to 214 

75.2% for Arthropoda (Fig. 3B). 215 

The proportions of accurate species assignments were higher with the Blast-TopHit method compared to 216 

the Blast-LCA method, overall taxa and in each taxonomic group at all identify thresholds (Fig. 3A, B). 217 

Overall taxa, proportions of accurate species assignments varied between 80.1 and 82.5% for Blast-218 

TopHit method and between 42.7 and 68.0% for the Blast-LCA method for the three identity thresholds 219 

tested (Fig. 3A). For each taxonomic group, proportions of accurate assignments at the species level were 220 

consistently higher at all thresholds with the Blast-TopHit method compared to the Blast-LCA method. 221 

The proportions of accurate species assignments at the 97% threshold varied with the Blast-TopHit 222 

method from 69.6% for Annelida, Brachiopoda, Nemertea to 89.6% for Arthropoda and with the Blast-223 

LCA method from 34.0% for Cnidaria and Porifera to 73.6% for Arthropoda (Fig. 3B).  224 
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The accuracy was greater for the Blast-LCA method compared to those of the Blast-TopHit method 225 

overall taxa at all thresholds (Blast-LCA range: 95.7 – 96.9 %, Blast-TopHit range: 93.8 – 94.4%; Fig. 3A), 226 

and in most taxonomic groups at the 97% threshold (Blast-LCA range: 92.3 – 99.2%, Blast-TopHit range: 227 

89.6 – 96.3%; Fig. 3B). 228 

Species assignments using GSL-rl and NCBI-nt, three assignment methods, and a metabarcoding 229 

dataset 230 

We used an eDNA metabarcoding dataset to compare the number and the reliability of species assigned 231 

using GSL-rl and NCBI-nt, and three assignment methods. The five possible combinations of 232 

repository/library and assignment methods were GSL-rl and NCBI-nt with Blast-LCA (1, 2), GSL-rl and 233 

NCBI-nt with Blast-TopHit (3,4), and GSL-rl with IDtaxa (5; Fig 1). A total of 80 species were assigned with 234 

the five combinations of repository/library and assignment methods (Fig. 4A). Detected species differed 235 

using NCBI-nt and GSL-rl and the three assignment methods (Fig. 4A).  236 

Across all combinations, the highest and lowest numbers of species assigned were observed with NCBI-nt 237 

and Blast-TopHit95 (66 species) and Blast-LCA95 (44 species), respectively (Fig. 4B). The number of 238 

assigned species decreased with increasing thresholds for most combinations, except for Blast-LCA with 239 

the NCBI-nt (Fig. 4B). For GSL-rl, proportions of assigned species ranked as “Unreliable due to BIN 240 

sharing” or “Unreliable due to gaps” did not increase or decrease linearly with changing thresholds of 241 

assignment methods (Fig. 4B). For NCBI-nt, decreasing proportions of “Unlikely” species were assigned 242 

with increasing identity thresholds of Blast-LCA or Blast-TopHit (Fig. 4B). 243 
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The assignment method with the maximum number of assigned species differed between GSL-rl and 244 

NCBI-nt. The maximum number of assigned species was 62 species with the GSL-rl and IDtaxa40 and 66 245 

species with NCBI-nt and TopHit95 (Fig. 4B). Out of the 62 species assigned using the GSL-rl/IDtaxa40 246 

combination, 46 species (74.2%) were ranked as “Reliable”. The remaining assigned species were ranked 247 

as “Unreliable due to BIN sharing” (4 species, 6.5%) or “Unreliable due to gaps” (12 species, 19.4%; Fig. 248 

4B). With the NCBI-nt/TopHit95 combination, 58 (87.9%) and 8 (12.1%) assigned species were ranked as 249 

“Likely” and “Unlikely” present, respectively (Fig. 4B). 250 

Large proportions of detected species were exclusively assigned using GSL-rl or NCBI-bt. A total of 30 251 

species (37.5% of all species detected) were assigned only using GSL-rl (12 species) or NCBI-nt (18 252 

species; Fig. 4AC). For the species only assigned with GSL-rl, 7 species were ranked as “Reliable” whereas 253 

1 and 4 species were ranked as “Unreliable due to BIN sharing” and “Unreliable due to gaps”, 254 

respectively (Fig. 4AC). For the species only assigned with NCBI-nt, 10 species were considered likely to 255 

be present in the GSL whereas 8 species were considered unlikely to be present. For the other 50 species 256 

assigned with both GSL-rl and NCBI-nt, 39 species were ranked as “Reliable” with the GSL-rl (78.0%, Fig. 257 

2C). The remaining species assigned belonged to the “Unreliable due to BIN sharing” (3 species, 6.0%) or 258 

the “Unreliable due to gaps” categories (8 species, 16.0%; Fig. 4AC).  259 

260 
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Discussion 261 

Species assignments using DNA barcoding and metabarcoding are affected by the quality and taxonomic 262 

coverage of reference sequences and assignment methods used. In this study, we first created a regional 263 

library (GSL-rl) for a widely used barcoding gene, COI, that includes a reliability ranking system for species 264 

level assignments. We then estimated the accuracy of species assignments with NCBI-nt and two 265 

assignment methods using the curated sequences from GSL-rl. While Blast-LCA was the most accurate 266 

method when using NCBI-nt, the proportion of accurate species assignments was highest with Blast-267 

TopHit (>80 % overall, between 70 and 90% amongst taxonomic groups). We also compared the number 268 

and reliability of species assignments using GSL-rl or NCBI-nt and popular assignment methods with a 269 

metabarcoding dataset. The reliability of species assignments was the greatest using the regional library 270 

but the regional library and the public repository both provided exclusive plausible species detections, 271 

highlighting the importance to use both resources as reference databases. Consequently, we also discuss 272 

a two-step approach, using first a regional library followed by a public library, to maximize the reliability 273 

of species assignments and the number of species detected in metabarcoding studies. 274 

A COI regional library with a reliability ranking system for metazoans from the Gulf of St. 275 

Lawrence (GSL-rl) 276 

The GSL-rl, a curated regional library, provides explicit reliability ranking for 651 species observed within 277 

the Gulf of St. Lawrence. We used two simple broad categories, namely “Reliable” and “Unreliable”, to 278 

characterize the robustness of species assignments in eDNA metabarcoding studies. This simple ranking 279 

system should limit inaccuracies in the interpretation of species assignments for anyone, even with 280 

limited scientific background. Past studies have shown the importance of a ranking system to limit 281 
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erroneous species assignments (e.g., Costa et al. 2012, Knebelsberger et al. 2014). However, the ranking 282 

systems used in these studies are targeting an audience of barcoding specialists. With the ranking system 283 

of species assignments in GSL-rl, we aimed to keep this classification simple to reach the large audience 284 

of eDNA users. Still, we used two “Unreliable” subcategories to highlight 1) the taxa necessitating future 285 

barcoding efforts, and 2) the relevancy of the COI barcode to discriminate species. This allows any eDNA 286 

scientist to discard the COI loci if species of interest are not discriminated.  287 

The reliability ranking of species in GSL-rl may change over time, particularly for understudied species. 288 

The reliability ranking is based on recent information of regional species distributions and intra- and 289 

inter-genetic diversity. In the future, species may be upgraded to the “Reliable” category when further 290 

sequencing results to fill in data gaps. Some species may also be downgraded to the “Unreliable” 291 

category, particularly for complex taxonomic groups in the region that should be targeted for review 292 

(e.g., polychaete worms). For these reasons, continuous review, curation, and versioning of any regional 293 

libraries are important to track changes in reliability ranking through times. A biennial review is planned 294 

for the GSL-rl given the large amount of effort required for such work.  295 

The GSL-rl covers vertebrates and invertebrate species of interest for conservation in the Gulf of St. 296 

Lawrence. The GSL-rl contains reference sequences for 439 species of the 651 targeted species in this 297 

study (i.e., 67.4%), with reference sequences available for a relatively large proportion of invertebrates 298 

(i.e., 59.1%). In Europe, marine invertebrates represented the taxonomic group with the lowest barcode 299 

coverage, where only 22.1% had one or more sequences (Weigand et al. 2019). The larger proportion of 300 

invertebrates with reference sequences in the GSL-rl is likely due to the species selection to initiate this 301 

regional library but also to the smaller study area and the barcoding campaigns for invertebrates in the 302 

Northwest Atlantic (e.g., Radulovici et al. 2009, Layton et al. 2016).  303 
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The “Reliable” category represented the vast majority of species with reference sequences (68.8%, 302 304 

species) in GSL-rl. Similar results were obtained for marine fish species from Portugal at the COI locus 305 

(73.5%, grade A, Costa et al. 2012). About a quarter of the GSL-rl species was ranked as “Unreliable due 306 

to gaps” due to missing reference sequences from a relative species. For example, the common shelf 307 

species of purple sunstar Solaster endeca was only ranked as “Unreliable due to gaps” because no 308 

reference sequence was available for the local but rare, deep water congener species, Solaster earlli. 309 

Generally, taxonomic groups for which fewer sequences were recovered in the GSL-rl were also those 310 

with more recognized gaps (e.g., Mollusca, Arthropoda). Furthermore, the GSL-rl is in its early 311 

development (v.1.0) and presently covers only a quarter of the estimated 2200 marine faunal species 312 

that may occur in the Gulf of St. Lawrence (Nozères 2017). Some groups were more underrepresented 313 

than others in GSL-rl, e.g., only 10% of the 250 described amphipods. Our study summarizes and lists 314 

where future barcoding efforts should be done to fill gaps in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and the Northwest 315 

Atlantic.  316 

The GSL-rl could also improve species assignments in eDNA metabarcoding studies of the Northwest 317 

Atlantic and the Arctic Oceans compared to large public databases. The Gulf of St. Lawrence is a 318 

transitional marine region where temperate southern species may occur alongside boreal and arctic 319 

species (Bourdages et al. 2022). There are no regional libraries covering marine metazoan species at the 320 

COI locus in nearby regions, and the GSL-rl could seed the creation of these regional libraries. These can 321 

be created by data mining and curating existing sequences from public repositories (e.g., the approach 322 

used in this study), completely de novo from barcoding local specimens (e.g., Delrieu-Trottin et al. 2019), 323 

or from a combination of both approaches (e.g., Stoeckle et al. 2020, Gold et al. 2021). New tools are 324 

now emerging to facilitate the creation of regional reference libraries (e.g., Meta-Fish-lib, Collins et al. 325 
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2021; Barcode, Audit & Grade System (BAGS), Fontes et al. 2021). Some of the tools, such as BAGS, even 326 

allow for the annotation of species based on concordance between morphological species-based 327 

identification and sequence clusters in BOLD (Fontes et al. 2021). Combined with tools to find gaps in 328 

reference sequence libraries (e.g., GAPeDNA, Marques et al. 2021), more comprehensive species-level 329 

assignments are now possible. 330 

Accuracy of species assignments using NCBI-nt and two assignment methods 331 

We estimated three performance parameters for metazoan species assignment using NCBI-nt. We 332 

observed large variation in those parameters with the two assignment methods tested. While the Blast-333 

LCA method provided overall higher accuracy in species assignments, the proportion of accurate species 334 

assignments was greater with Blast-TopHit due to the large difference in the proportion of species 335 

assigned, accurate or not. This might be explained by the sensitivity of both methods to the prevalence 336 

of BIN sharing, gaps, and mislabeling within public repositories. For instance, Blast-LCA method is 337 

expected to be less precise and cause under-classification (i.e., assignments at a higher taxonomic level) 338 

in the presence of closely related species and BIN sharing, lowering the proportion of assignments at the 339 

species level. In contrast, Blast-TopHit is expected to favor assignments at the species level and is more 340 

impacted by gaps and mislabeled sequences (e.g., Schenekar et al. 2020), lowering the accuracy of 341 

species assignments. The relatively good performance of Blast-TopHit observed here suggests that gaps 342 

and misidentified specimens within NCBI-nt are limited for the targeted marine species of the Gulf of St. 343 

Lawrence. 344 

Previous studies have shown that assignment methods can affect taxa detected in metabarcoding 345 

studies (O’Rourke et al. 2020, Hleap et al. 2021). Our results confirmed those from Hleap and colleagues 346 
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(2021) that the Blast-TopHit method outperformed the Blast-LCA method with NCBI-nt to provide higher 347 

proportion of assignments. Our results also show that the proportion of accurate species assignments 348 

varied largely between taxonomic groups. Relatively well-described marine taxonomic groups such as 349 

Arthropoda (i.e., crustaceans) and Chordata (i.e., fishes and mammals) have reached proportions of 350 

accurate species assignments ≥85% with the Blast-TopHit method. The proportion of accurate species 351 

assignments is much lower for the Blast-LCA approach with the Chordata (43%), probably because this 352 

approach is more sensitive to the presence of close relative species (i.e., BIN sharing) reducing the 353 

potential of species level identification. Other groups such as Annelida, Brachiopoda, Nemertea, and 354 

Mollusca achieved lower proportions of accurate species assignments using both Blast-TopHit and Blast-355 

LCA methods (maximum 70%).  356 

The proportion of accurate species assignments using the sequences from the GSL-rl in our study will be 357 

different at the time of reading this article due to the continuous growth of the public repository NCBI-358 

nt. The publication of new sequences of low quality or with incorrect species identification can create 359 

unexpected ambiguities in species assignments as public repositories grow (Locatelli et al. 2020, 360 

Radulovici et al. 2021). Without a comprehensive versioning system, changes in the NCBI-nt database 361 

also limit the reproducibility of species assignments as it is difficult to identify and to access a specific 362 

release. Note that starting with Blast v.2.13 launched in March 2022, it is now possible to generate a 363 

metadata file describing the database used (Camacho and Madden 2022), which in an important step 364 

toward higher traceability.  365 
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Comparing reliability of species assignments using GSL-rl and NCBI-nt, three assignment methods, 366 

and a metabarcoding dataset 367 

The method with the maximal number of species assigned in the metabarcoding dataset differed 368 

between GSL-rl and NCBI-nt. The IDtaxa40 assignment method provided the highest number of species 369 

assigned using the GSL-rl. Sequence composition strategies for species assignments such as IDtaxa, 370 

QIIME, and RDP, had contrasting performance results in previous benchmarking studies (O’Rourke et al. 371 

2020, Hleap et al. 2021, Mathon et al. 2021). Our results contrast with those from a previous study 372 

showing that IDtaxa did not perform as well as Blast with mock communities composed of various 373 

freshwater taxonomic groups (Hleap et al. 2021). The contrasting results between the latter and our 374 

studies could be explained by the difference in the confidence threshold used (Hleap et al. 2021). 375 

Parameter tuning while using any approach may be key to choosing an optimal method for a dataset 376 

while more benchmarking studies are undertaken. The relatively better performance of IDtaxa in our 377 

study might also be due to the quality of the regional library used to train the classifier. We know little 378 

about the impact of using training sets of different qualities on taxonomic assignment using classifiers, 379 

and the gains of using regional libraries might be important in this context. With NCBI-nt, the number of 380 

detected species was greater with Blast-TopHit compared to Blast-LCA with the metabarcoding dataset. 381 

Those results are similar as those obtained with the GSL-rl COI sequences and have been discussed in the 382 

previous section.   383 

More than a third of the species assigned (n = 33 out of 80) were exclusive to the use of GSL-rl or NCBI-nt 384 

with the metabarcoding dataset. For the GSL-rl, the exclusion of non-indigenous species or mislabeled 385 

sequences increased the number of species assigned, confirming previous studies results improving 386 

species assignments with regional libraries (von Ammon et al. 2018, Gold et al. 2021). The exclusion of 387 
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non-indigenous species increased the taxonomic resolution with the GSL-rl of the Atlantic bluefin tuna 388 

Thunnus thynnus. Underclassification is usually observed when using NCBI-nt as the Atlantic bluefin tuna 389 

presently shares a BIN  (BOLD: AAA7352) with other Thunnus species that are not expected to be present 390 

in the Gulf of St. Lawrence (Nozères 2017). With NCBI-nt, detections in the “Likely” category comprised 391 

species for which sequences were not included in the GSL-rl because of the stringency of quality filtering 392 

performed (e.g., Iceland scallop Chlamys islandica). Other detections in the “Likely” category were 393 

included in the GSL-rl (e.g., the polychaete worm Terebellides stroemii) but the inability to detect them 394 

suggests that their intra-specific diversity is not fully covered by the GSL-rl. Finally, a few species assigned 395 

with NCBI-nt were not listed as present in the GSL but after reconsideration are likely to be found in the 396 

target area (e.g., Pseudocalanus newmani). With NCBI-nt, we also observed underclassification of the sea 397 

star genus Leptasterias due to sequence mislabeling, which is expected to occur (Bidartondo 2008, 398 

Mioduchowska et al. 2018). The underclassification is due to two misidentified sequences, one is for 399 

Leptasterias littoralis identified as the sea star Asterias forbesi and the other is for Leptasterias polaris 400 

identified as the butterfly Polyommatus fulgens.  401 

Contrasting the ranking category of NCBI-nt and GSL-rl revealed an important gain in reliability with our 402 

annotated regional library (Fig 1). With NCBI-nt, we provided the likeliness of a species to be present in 403 

the Gulf of St. Lawrence due to the availability of a public species list (Nozères 2017). Such information 404 

layer is often difficult to obtain without expert knowledge (Pappalardo et al. 2021). Of all the species 405 

ranked in the “Likely” category using NCBI-nt, around 78% were classified as “Reliable” in the GSL-rl. Our 406 

results showed that the remaining 22% should be interpreted with caution given gaps (16%) or BIN 407 

sharing with close relative species (6%; Fig 4C). Our results suggest that species level assignments of a 408 

metabarcoding dataset using NCBI-nt and a filter based on geographic plausibility can be misleading. This 409 
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important hidden and overlooked uncertainty could be acceptable for empirical studies but not under 410 

regulatory context where specific species identification can be crucial, such as the identification of 411 

species at risk (Gilbey et al. 2021). Evaluation of false-positives in the detections of endangered or 412 

invasive species should include potential bias caused by gaps in reference libraries (Cristescu and Hebert 413 

2018).    414 

Maximizing the reliability and the number of species assignments in eDNA metabarcoding studies 415 

using a regional library and a public repository 416 

Our results showed that the use of a regional library increase both the reliability and the number of 417 

species detected with an eDNA metabarcoding dataset. Yet, some species likely present in the Gulf of St. 418 

Lawrence were only detected with NCBI-nt, as discussed in the previous section. This will be a recurrent 419 

problem until reference sequences are available for more marine metazoan species in the Gulf of St. 420 

Lawrence. The growth of GSL-rl will increase the number of species that can be detected using the 421 

regional library but unexpected species, such as new invasive species or species that have recently 422 

expanded their distribution, could remain undetected (Bohmann et al. 2014, Klymus et al. 2017, Piper et 423 

al. 2019, Stoeckle et al. 2020, Gold et al. 2021). Restricting species assignments to GSL-rl and avoiding the 424 

use of NCBI-nt would limit the maximum number of species detected. 425 

Combining the strengths of a regional library and public repositories as a two-step approach is 426 

consequently the optimal solution to maximize reliability and the number of species assigned in 427 

metabarcoding studies. Taxonomic assignments should be first performed with a regional library, ideally 428 

including a reliability ranking system as in the GSL-rl, to maximize the confidence in species assignment. 429 

We then strongly advise contrasting species assignment results from a regional library with those using a 430 
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public repository to increase the number of species detections (see also Piper et al. 2019, and Xiong et al. 431 

2022 for similar recommendations). This would allow the reader to have a qualitative estimation of the 432 

proportion of accurate species assignments. Species assignments relying uniquely on NCBI-nt should also 433 

clearly indicate that their reliability is limited.  434 

We also encourage further benchmarking studies for the selection of optimal methods based on a 435 

broader comparison of assignment methods and the development of training sets for machine-learning 436 

methods. We limited the size of this study by selecting assignment methods often used in eDNA 437 

metabarcoding studies that are also performing relatively well in benchmarking assignment studies 438 

(O’Rourke et al. 2020, Hleap et al. 2021). Our results emphasize that future benchmarking studies should 439 

be done independently for regional libraries and public repositories, given the different properties of 440 

these resources, and to maximize the reliability and the number of species assignments. 441 

442 
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Figure legends 673 

 674 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the two sources of reference sequences used and compared in this 675 
study and their associated methods, A) the public repository NCBI nucleotide database (NCBI-nt), and B) 676 
the newly created regional library for metazoans from the Gulf of St. Lawrence (GSL-rl). Using NCBI-nt, 677 
exact sequence variants (ESVs) were assigned using the BlastX tool blastn (hereafter Blast; Camacho et 678 
al. 2009). Assignment results were filtered based on taxonomic identity, then a least common ancestor 679 
(LCA) or a TopHit method was used to assign a unique taxon identity to each ESV. The creation of GSL-rl 680 
involved data mining of the public repository BOLD and included multiple filtering and auditing steps and 681 
a feedback loop to improve it. Taxonomic assignments of ESV were performed with Blast or with the 682 
classifier IDtaxa (Murali et al. 2018). For GSL-rl, the species ranking was based on sequence availability 683 
and sequence similarity to closely related species in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. For NCBI-nt, the species 684 
ranking involved a plausibility filter based on the location (see methods for more details). 685 

Figure 2. Classification of 651 marine faunal species previously observed in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and 686 
included in the GSL-rl, by phylum. Species reliability ranking is based on the availability from local species 687 
and sequence similarity to closely related species in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. 688 

Figure 3. Results of taxonomic assignment of sequences from the GSL-rl using NBCI-nt and Blast-LCA or 689 
Blast-TopHit methods. Panels A and B present the proportions of accurate and inaccurate species 690 
assignments. Results are presented for all taxonomic groups at the three identity thresholds (95%, 97%, 691 
99%; panel A) and by taxonomic group at the 97% threshold (panel B). 692 

Figure 4. Assignment results at the species level using a regional library (GSL-rl) or a public repository 693 
(NBCI-nt), and popular assignment methods. We used three assignment methods, namely IDtaxa 694 
(confidence levels: 40%, 50% and 60%), Blast-LCA, and Blast-TopHit (identity thresholds: 95%, 97% and 695 
99%). Panel A detailed the detections for each species, and panel B synthesize the number of species 696 
assignments for each source of reference sequences and method. Panel C compared the species rank for 697 
all the species assigned with the two sources. Species rank categories are based on sequence availability 698 
and sequence similarity to closely related species in the Gulf of St. Lawrence for GSL-rl and on the 699 
geographic plausibility for NCBI-nt.    700 
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Figures 703 
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Fig. 2 710 
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